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LMFC PARTNER WITH CARTER CAPNER
LAW
Logan Metro Football Club (LMFC) is excited to announce local law firm Carter Capner Law
as the club’s Principal Partner for season 2015.
Following Carter Capner Law’s support as a minor sponsor last season, the firm have recommitted to the club in an increased level of support.
As LMFC’s Principal Partner, the Carter Capner Law logo will feature prominently on the
front of all club jerseys, displaying the partnership clearly at every LMFC match.
LMFC President Samuel Escobar was delighted at the announcement.
“Carter Capner Law came into this community around the same time we did, so the growth
of our club in many ways has mirrored the growth of their firm,” Escobar said.
“After a very successful partnership in the role of minor sponsor last year, we’re very excited
to see Carter Capner Law step up their commitment to the club as Principal Partner for
season 2015.”
“Both LMFC and Carter Capner Law are organisations that exist for the Logan area and
those who call it home, making this partnership a perfect match.”
Peter Carter, Managing Partner at Carter Capner Law, also expressed excitement about the
new arrangement.
“Carter Capner Law is delighted to be able to provide support and strengthen our
relationship in 2015 with LMFC and the Logan community,” Carter said.
“As a firm that fights for the rights of the Logan people, there is nothing more important to us
than the local community – a value that we know LMFC shares too.”
With claims as high as $3 million having been won for his clients, Peter Carter and his firm
are an impressively high calibre supporter of the club and are further proof of how quickly the
club is rising both on and off field.
The news comes at an exciting time for LMFC, with what promises to be a very successful
2015 season fast approaching. There are still places in the club’s men’s, women’s and youth
sides with details at www.loganmetrofc.com for those interested in joining the club.
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